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Font set of admin anchors can't be switched to Glyphicon

Status
 Closed

Subject
Font set of admin anchors can't be switched to Glyphicon

Version
15.x Regression

Category
Regression

Feature
Admin Interface (UI)

Resolution status
Invalid

Submitted by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Lastmod by
Gary Cunningham-Lee

Rating
     (0) 

Description
In Look and Feel admin, switching the font set to Glyphicon seems to have no effect. The font set
being used is Font Awesome instead. Switching to the legacy icon set (.png images) does work ok.
(Checked on my localhost branch 15 and trunk so far.)

I created a show instance (http://chibaguy-342-6164.show.tikiwiki.org) that confirms the bug: after
switching to Glyphicons, Font Awesome is used instead (icons have a class like "icon icon-
admin_search fa fa-search fa-fw ").

Didn't think it was related, but just to be sure I emptied the caches and rebuilt the search index, but
no change.

Thanks for the feedback. I realize I was only checking the admin anchors (feature icons) on the
admin pages, which aren't changing to Glyphicons, and assuming none of the icons are switching
(although icons other than the admin anchors are switching). I'll rename the bug.

Solution
This bug report is being closed because there is no bug actually. As gezza said in the comments,
Glyphicons just aren't defined for the admin anchor icons, so the solution is to specify Glyphicon
icons for those, assuming there are appropriate ones.

Importance
8

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

https://dev.tiki.org/item6164-Font-set-of-admin-anchors-can-t-be-switched-to-Glyphicon
http://chibaguy-342-6164.show.tikiwiki.org
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
6164

Created
Monday 07 November, 2016 00:51:57 GMT-0000
by Gary Cunningham-Lee

LastModif
Thursday 10 November, 2016 09:40:36 GMT-0000

Comments

gezza 09 Nov 16 15:39 GMT-0000

it works on the show instance, i set it to legacy and the png icons appear, I left the show instance like
that
also glyphicons works

can you check again?

drsassafras 10 Nov 16 04:20 GMT-0000

Im not entirely sure what the expected behavior is. Im guessing that it should look differently and use
a different font when glyphicons is selected.

I have confirmed with firebug that in both the show instance, and my local trunk, the font being used
is FontAwesome when ether option is selected.

gezza 10 Nov 16 08:02 GMT-0000

which icon is it?

if an icon is not defined in the glyphicon set, than as fallback the default iconset (fontawesome) will
be used

switching iconset on the show instance to glyphicon works fine, check the question mark classes
just below the iconset preference setting ("icon icon-help glyphicon glyphicon-question-sign")

https://dev.tiki.org/user10565
https://dev.tiki.org/user10565
https://dev.tiki.org/user11658
https://dev.tiki.org/user11658
https://dev.tiki.org/user10565
https://dev.tiki.org/user10565
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Gary Cunningham-Lee 10 Nov 16 04:45 GMT-0000

Thanks for checking the show instance. I was only looking at the admin (feature) icons on the admin
pages, which don't seem to change to Glyphicons. Other icons on the pages do change. So the
problem is limited to the admin anchors, I believe.

gezza 10 Nov 16 08:06 GMT-0000

admin icons are not defined in the glyphicon set, so the default is used as the fallback (you can
compare default vs glyphicon iconset definitions in the /themes/base_files/iconsets folder)

so you need to define the different admin icons in the glyphicon set

Gary Cunningham-Lee 10 Nov 16 09:36 GMT-0000

I see. Thanks for the info. So this isn't a bug, just an icon set not being maintained. (I agree we
the idea that, since we have Font Awesome, there isn't much point in supporting Glyphicons as
they don't offer anything extra, and actually not as much, but maybe as long as they're in the
package, they should be supported as fully as possible. Anyway, in Bootstrap 4, Glyphicons are
removed, so this is only a temporary situation.)

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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